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Come Out of doors

The Ice and Snow Are Fine
by Betty Taylor

Betty Taylor, president of W. A. A. at Iowa State College, is also president of the North Central District of A. F. C. W. This position entitles her to a counselor’s seat on the National Board of A. F. C. W. The council meets this year in Minneapolis.

Betty is the first W. A. A. president since the newly built system has been installed. Not only does she supervise W. A. A., but also teaches an active part in basketball, baseball, volleyball, hiking and ski tennis.

...now that you have built a fire in the now bank, this part of the W. A. A. program is one of the most interesting and fascinating. The group goes out for supper trips. They dig a hole in the snow, build a fire and cook a steak or any of the other good things that you can cook in the open. I think it would be fun to go out early in the day and barbecue a chicken while you are sliding, don’t you?

YES, girls, it snowed several feet and the lake froze thick—that was last year and I predict the same for this year.

When you go home for Thanksgiving don’t forget to bring back your skates or your sled, and by all means your snow suit—that is, if they aren’t already here. W. A. A. is sponsoring an “outing” club that goes “in” for these things in a big way.

The minute the blue flag goes up on Lake LaVerne—that means it’s all right to skate—women flock over with their skates and whether they know how or not, they soon find themselves gliding around like professionals. Don’t be afraid to come out and try it because a few falls and bumps add to the gayety and these decrease in number in a surprisingly short time.

Come out any time—there is always someone skating whenever the blue flag is up. If you shouldn’t care for such crowds as one finds on the lake much of the time, the sidewalks may be frozen over—so you see there’s a place for everyone.

You women who don’t know how to skate and don’t care to learn must not forget your sleds. Bob-sled parties where each can take her own sled or all can pile on a large one are both on the program, to say nothing of oyster stews afterwards! There are many hills that offer excellent opportunities for sledding close to the campus and when they get covered with snow and the Outing Club finds them you’ll think it’s Lake Placid at its peak.

These same Lake Placid-like hills are good for skiing, too. This sport has proved interesting even on Iowa’s hills and it always adds a bit of hilarity to see a pair of skis sticking straight up out of the snow and a pair of feet hanging onto them with the rest of the girl head first in the snow.

Ice hockey will probably be more important this year than last, and if you
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